
House rewiring 

A Class Electricians are well trained in house rewiring solutions – whether it’s upgrading the 

switchboards or rewiring the entire house!   

Electrical wiring in your house works like mechanical systems – it wears and tears and breaks down 

with age. Over time, these wires can deteriorate causing danger and putting your home and your 

family at risk. 

How old is the electrical system at your home? Now is the time to rewire your house or upgrade your 

electrical system and keep your family and home safe from the hazards of a fire or an electric shock. 

We, at A Class Electricians, are experts at assessing your house electrical system and advise you on 

the type of upgrade required to build back the safety profile of your house.  

The type of upgrade might range from upgrading the switchboards and replacing power/light points to 

rewiring the entire house and replacing power poles.  

A Class Electricians understand that rewiring your house can seem like an intimidating experience 

and that is where our team helps. We work with you from end to end – performing an initial electrical 

safety inspection, assessing the rewiring work and working out a detailed plan and a quote for your 

home rewiring. We also know how important it is to comply with electrical standards and so we also 

issue a compliance certificate after completing your house rewiring work. 

Our team comprises electricians who master their skill and are well trained in complying with all 

Australian standards when it comes to house rewiring, so you know you’re being treated well and your 

property is in safe hands. 

Why is house rewiring important and why does your house need rewiring? 

Your house gives you many signals that indicate it’s time for home rewiring. These issues are 

indicators, but A Class Electricians perform an initial inspection at your house to gauge the level of 

aging/damage that has occurred and advise you of appropriate house rewiring. 

 Age is the biggest factor. If your house is 50 years or older or was built in the 1970s or earlier, 

there’s high likelihood that the wiring insulation would be damaged and it’s time for house 

rewiring.   

 If there’s been water damage at your house because of flood or water leakage, your house 

electrical system will be weak or faulty and must be rewired.  

 If the safety switch in your house trips repeatedly or frequently, it’s an indication that your 

electrical system is failing to withstand your electrical demands and it’s time for house 

rewiring. 

 Your house will need rewiring if your house was built with single insulated wiring or with 

rubber cable fittings. 

 An unidentified constant burning smell in your house can be indicative of excessive heating of 

your house wiring. 

If you find any of these symptoms at your house or even for the safety of your house and your family, 

contact A Class Electricians today. We will do all the work for you and provide you with a detailed plan 

of action and a quote for house rewiring. Our team of expert electricians will be happy to answer all 

your doubts about the work and make your house rewiring work less painful. 

To discuss your requirements, get a quote or to know more about our house rewiring services, call us 

today on 0415 106 765. You can also send us an enquiry at smillington@live.com.  
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